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Abstract: The piped hydraulic transportation of tube-contained raw material is a new long-
distance transportation technology. This technology has the advantages of high efficiency, energy
savings and environmental protection. The research in the published literature has mostly been
limited to the speed, flow field, pressure field and energy consumption of a single-pipe vehicle.
With the continuous improvement and development of this technology, two-pipe vehicles will
become the focus of future research. The change of the vehicle spacing will affect the starting speed,
flow field distribution and pressure drop characteristics of the water flow within the pipeline; thus,
a numerical simulation is used in this work to study the hydraulic characteristics of stationary
two-pipe vehicles under different spacings and compare them with physical experiments. The results
show that the simulation results are in good agreement with the experimental results, which indicates
that it is feasible to study two-pipe vehicles using numerical simulation. The results also show
that, as the vehicle spacing increases, the interaction between the two-pipe vehicles gradually
weakens. When the vehicle spacing reaches 4 l (where l represents the length of a single-pipe vehicle),
the interaction between the two-pipe vehicles becomes negligible. There is no vortex shedding
in the pipeline under different vehicle spacings. This study provides a reference for choosing
the proper spacing between two-pipe vehicles and provides a theoretical basis for further research on
the hydraulic characteristics of two-pipe vehicles in motion.
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1. Introduction

The hydraulic capsule pipeline (HCP) is an emerging long-distance material transportation
technology that is also known as “the third generation of pipelining”. This technology stores materials
in a capsule and uses water pressure to transport the capsule through pipelines [1,2]. HCP transportation
technology has a history of more than 60 years; it was first proposed in 1960 by the Alberta Research
Center in Canada [3]. The early study of HCP mostly focused on the theoretical analysis and physical
experiment stage of research. Charles [4] established the mathematical model to theoretically analyze
a single cylindrical capsule with a density equal to that of its carrier fluid (water). The expressions of
the velocity of the capsule and the pressure drop in the pipeline were also presented. Subsequently,
Eills [5] conducted an experimental study on a single cylindrical capsule with a density equal to
that of water. The results showed that as the diameter of the cylinder and the Reynolds number
increase, the speed of the cylinder also increases. Van [6] constructed a mathematical model to study
concentric horizontal capsule transport. The model gives expressions for the velocity of the capsule
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and the pressure difference across the capsule. The experimental results are in agreement with
the model results; however, this model is only suitable for longer capsules, meaning that the influence
of the end face can be neglected. Based on Van′s research, Latto et al. [7] studied the hydraulic
characteristics of a cylindrical capsule in a vertical pipeline. According to the experimental results,
the factors affecting the cylindrical capsule velocity, the pressure gradient change and the energy loss
were discussed. The semi-empirical formula for the capsule velocity, pressure gradient and related
factors was established. Liu et al. [8] studied the lift and drag of the static capsule in the pipeline
through experiments. It was found that the drag coefficient was greater than the lift coefficient; thus,
the drag plays a more important role in the initial movement of a capsule in a pipeline.

In 1991, the University of Missouri Columbia (UMC) established a Capsule Pipeline Research
Center (CPRC). The institution expanded the scope of capsule research and gradually applied
the technology to commerce [9,10]. Liu et al. [11] stated that the existing theory proposed by Gobier
and Aziz (1972) to predict the pressure drop of the capsule ignores the head loss at the inlet and outlet.
This theory is applicable to long capsules but is not suitable for short capsules. The researchers
improved the pressure drop theory by introducing a kinetic-energy correction factor, α, and then
verified the accuracy of the formula through physical experiments. Tomita et al. [12] regarded a single
capsule as a point mass which is concentric with the pipeline; they used a characteristic method to
numerically calculate the movement characteristics of the capsule in a straight pipe. The accuracy of
the numerical calculation results was verified through physical experiments. This calculation method is
also applicable to capsule trains. Lenau et al. [13] extended Tomita’s work to develop two mathematical
models to analyze the transient flow of a single capsule in a horizontal pipeline. The two mathematical
models assume that the capsule is an elastic and rigid body, respectively. These models are numerically
solved by the method of characteristics. The calculation results given by the two models are in good
agreement. Vlasak [14] studied the velocity and pressure characteristics of anomalously shaped
capsules through physical experiments. It was found that semi-rigid capsules move about 12% faster
than rigid cylindrical capsules. The pressure gradient of semi-rigid capsules is affected by the apparent
density ratio, the concentration of capsules and the average velocity.

In the 21st century, with the rapid development of computer technology, numerical simulation
has been increasingly used to study the flow field characteristics of HCP. Compared with physical
experiments, numerical simulation can expand the research scope of HCP and realize the accurate
calculation of the instantaneous flow field and pressure field. At the same time, it can reduce
the consumption of resources and manpower. Quadrio et al. rewrote the Navier–Stokes (N–S) equation
in a cylindrical coordinate system. The equation was applied for the first time in the numerical
simulation of the annular gap flow field around a capsule in a pipeline [15]. Mohamed [16] established
three different turbulence models for the concentric annulus between the capsule and the pipeline
to study the pressure gradient changes of a single long capsule in a pipe. The results showed that
the simulation results of the three turbulence models were feasible, but the precision was slightly
different. Asim [17–19] used numerical simulation to investigate the characteristics of the flow
velocity, pressure, and vorticity around a moving capsule in straight pipe sections, curved pipe
sections and vertical pipe sections. The research results were used to optimize the design of HCP
transportation. Zhang [20] conducted a numerical simulation of the flow field characteristics around a
single stationary capsule under different Reynolds numbers. The results show that as the Reynolds
number increases, the velocity in the annular gap increases, but the distribution law remains unchanged.
The lift coefficient increases as the Reynolds number increases, but the drag coefficient decreases as
the Reynolds number increases.

In most previous studies, the movement of the capsule in the pipeline was mostly eccentric, which
made it difficult to avoid collision and friction between the capsule and the pipe wall. This increases
the resistance of the capsule and reduces the service life of the pipeline. Sun first proposed a new type
of transportation in 2007 at the 20th Hydrodynamics Conference [21] and named it “the piped hydraulic
transportation of tube-contained raw material”. The novelty of the transportation method is mainly
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that it adds support bodies at both ends of the cylindrical capsule, meaning that the capsule exhibits
concentric movement in the pipeline, which reduces the resistance of the capsule and the collision with
the pipe wall. Since the capsule moves inside the pipeline in a similar manner to a vehicle, the capsule
is also called a “pipe vehicle” or “piped carriage”. Subsequently, Sun et al. established a related
test system in the flow laboratory of Taiyuan University of Technology and conducted a series of
experimental studies.

Wang [22] extended Sun′s research work to classify the movement of a pipe vehicle into four
stages: stationary, starting, accelerating and stable transportation. He constructed a mathematical
model and derived the speed expression of the pipe vehicle during stable movement. The accuracy of
the formula was verified by comparing it with the experimental results. Li, Wang and Jing et al. [23–26]
analyzed the factors affecting the transportation of a pipe vehicle through physical experiments.
The results show that the transportation speed of the pipe vehicle is affected by the flow in
the pipeline, the diameter of the pipe vehicle, the length of the pipe vehicle and the transportation
load. When a discharge occurs in the pipeline, the diameter and length of the pipe vehicle increase
and the transportation speed increases accordingly. However, with an increased transport load,
the transportation speed decreases. In order to further improve the transportation speed of the pipe
vehicle, guide vanes are added to the pipe vehicle wall to make it advance spirally in the pipeline.
Yang and Zhang et al. [27,28] studied the transportation speed of a pipe vehicle with a guide vane.
It was found that the placement angle, length, thickness and height of the guide vane have an impact
on the transportation speed of the pipe vehicle. With the improvement of measuring instruments
and the application of numerical simulation, the flow field of the concentric annular gap between
the pipe vehicle and the pipe wall was studied. Lu and Zhang et al. [29,30] studied the distribution of
the flow field in the annular gap of the static pipe vehicle through numerical simulation. The results
show that the changes in the flow rate and the diameter of the pipe vehicle only change the velocity
value of the annular gap flow and do not change its distribution law. Li, Feng and Zhang et al. [31–33]
carried out a numerical simulation on a cylindrical piped vehicle moving in a straight pipe section;
it was found that the axial flow velocity of the upstream and downstream sections was larger at
the inner wall of the pipe, the flow velocity near the center of the pipe was smaller, and the radial
flow rate tended to increase first and then decrease from the inner wall to the center of the pipe,
while the circumferential velocity was symmetrically distributed near the support of the cylinder
pipe vehicle.

Previous studies on pipe vehicles have mostly focused on the speed of a single pipe vehicle
and the velocity distribution of the annular gap flow. There are relatively few studies on two-pipe
vehicles. With the continuous development of the technology and the increase of the transportation load,
two-pipe vehicles will become the focus of future research and development. When the two-pipe vehicle
is stationary in the pipeline, we can consider it as the flow around two cylinders in tandem [34–36],
but the axis of the pipe vehicle is parallel to the water flow. Meanwhile, the flow occurs in a finite area
under pressure, meaning that the influence of the pipe wall on the flow should be considered. The flow
field changes around the pipe vehicle are more complicated due to the existence of the support bodies.
Therefore, it is necessary to perform more in-depth research on two-pipe vehicles.

The static state in this article means that the two-pipe vehicles stay relatively stationary with
the pipeline under the action of the fixing device and will not move in the pipeline. When the fixing
device is released, the two-pipe vehicles start under the action of water pressure. When the two-pipe
vehicles are in a static state in the pipeline, the change of the vehicle spacing will affect the flow
velocity and pressure in the pipeline, which will affect the starting speed and energy consumption
of the two-pipe vehicles [37,38]. Therefore, through numerical simulation and model experiment
verification, this article studies the flow field characteristics of static tandem two-pipe vehicles under
different spacings.
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2. Mathematical Formulations

2.1. Geometric Model

The geometric models of pipes and pipe vehicles were created using the commercial software
Auto CAD 2014 and were imported into a commercial ICEM CFD package called ANSYS-Fluent.
In order to improve the accuracy of the calculation results, the geometric model was simplified slightly
to keep it consistent with the original model during the modeling process. The horizontal pipe length
was 3 m and the radius Dp was 0.1 m. The geometric model comprised three sections: an inlet pipe,
a test section and an outlet pipe with lengths of 0.3 m, 1.7 m and 1 m, respectively, as shown in Figure 1.
In order to reduce the influence of the pipe vehicle on the speed entrance cross-section, the length of
the inlet pipe was set to 0.3 m. The test section was set to 1.7 m mainly considering the wake influence
range and the spacing between the two-pipe vehicles. The outlet section was set to 1 m mainly to
reduce the pressure effect of the two-pipe vehicles on the outlet cross-section.
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Figure 1. Schematic of horizontal pipe section. Note: 1 and 2 represent the pipe vehicles. L represents
the vehicle spacing; the value of L in this simulation is 0.5 l/l/1.5 l/2 l/2.5 l/3 l/4 l.

As the core component of the simulation, the pipe vehicle was mainly composed of a barrel
and some support bodies, as shown in Figure 2. The barrel was used to contain materials and was
made of cylindrical plexiglass of the same material as the pipeline. The diameter Dc of the pipe vehicle
was 0.07 m and the length l of the pipe vehicle was 0.15 m. There were six support bodies at the front
and rear end of the pipe vehicle positioned every 120◦. Each support body was composed of a metal
plate and a cylinder. The metal plate had a length of 0.02 m, a height of 0.01 m and a thickness of
0.005 m. The diameter of the cylinder was 0.01 m and the height was 0.002 m. The support body kept
the pipe vehicle and the pipeline concentric, avoided the collision of the pipe vehicle and the pipeline
and prolonged the use of the pipeline.
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2.2. Governing Equations and Turbulence Model

The flow field in the pipeline becomes quite complicated due to the influence of the pipe vehicle
structure. Therefore, the simulation process must satisfy the following assumptions: (1) the physical
parameters of the water flow must be constant and changes in fluid density must be ignored,
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and (2) the heat transfer caused by friction between the pipe vehicle and the water flow must be
negligible. When the fixing device is released, the pipeline double car starts under the action of
water pressure. The continuity equation and the Reynolds time-averaged N–S equation were used
in the solving process. In the Cartesian coordinates, the continuity equation and the Reynolds
time-averaged equation for the incompressible viscous fluid in the form of a tensor index were written
as follows [39–42]:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂
∂xi

(ρui) = 0 (1)

∂
∂t
(ρui) +

∂
∂x j

(ρuiu j) = −
∂p
∂xi

+
∂
∂x j

(µ
∂ui
∂x j
− ρu′iu′ j) + Si (2)

where ρ is the water density; ui and uj are the components of the time-averaged velocity in the i and j
directions, respectively; xi and xj are the coordinate components in the i and j directions, respectively;
ui
′ and uj

′ are the fluctuating velocity in the i and j directions, respectively; i and j were 1, 2, and 3,
respectively; p is the pressure; µ is the dynamic viscosity; and Si is the projection value of the generalized
source term of the momentum equation in the i direction.

The pipe flow through the piped carriage was a fully developed turbulence, and the Reynolds
number was more than 4000. Compared with the standard k-ε turbulent model, the RNG k-ε turbulent
model can deal better with multiple complicated flow problems such as swirling flow, high strain rate
flow and sharply curved streamline flow. The relevant equations can be expressed as follows [43]:

∂(ρk)
∂t

+
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∂
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ε
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2

(
∂ui
∂x j

+
∂u j

∂xi

)
(9)

Gk = µt(
∂ui
∂x j

+
∂u j

∂xi
)
∂ui
∂x j

(10)

where k is the turbulence kinetic energy; ε is the turbulent dissipation rate; αk and αε are the effective
Prandtl numbers for k and ε, respectively, αk = αε = 1.39; µeff is the effective viscosity; µt is turbulent
viscosity, Cµ = 0.0845; C1ε and C2ε are the turbulent model coefficients, respectively; Gk is the generation
of turbulent kinetic energy due to the average velocity gradients; and η0 and β are constants.

The RNG k~ε turbulent model is usually used to calculate fully developed turbulence. However,
there was a viscous bottom layer near the wall regions, and the flow in the viscous bottom layer was
almost laminar, so the RNG k~ε turbulent model was no longer suitable for these regions. The wall
function method was used to solve this problem at the pipe wall and the pipe vehicle wall. In order
to establish the wall function, two dimensionless parameters, u+ and y+, were used to represent
the velocity and distance, respectively. The parameter y+ was the main parameter of the mesh scale in
the boundary layer areas of the near-wall areas, which was the dimensionless ratio of the product of
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both the distance from the wall and the frictional velocity to the dynamic viscosity, which reflected
the fineness of the meshes as a whole. The parameters can be calculated by Equations (11) and (12).
According to the calculation formula of the boundary layer [16], the number of layers for the boundary
layer was set to 11, the thickness of the first layer grid was set to 0.2537 mm (y+ = 30) and the scale
factor between layers was set to 1.2.

u+ =
vp

vτ
(11)

y+ =
ρ∆yvτ
η

(12)

where ρ is the water density, η is dynamic viscosity, vp is the average velocity of water flow, vτ is
the wall friction velocity and ∆y is the distance from the wall.

2.3. Mesh

The commercial ICEM CFD software was used to complete the meshing of the computing domain.
The model created by Auto CAD software caused cracks on the surface after importing ICEM CFD;
therefore, the geometric model needed to be repaired after importing the ICEM CFD. The geometry
repair ensured that the model represented a closed geometry and that there are were extra points or line
segments on each surface. The meshing density directly affects the calculation accuracy and calculation
time: when the meshing density is large, the calculation time is relatively short but the calculation
accuracy is low; if the meshing density is small, the calculation accuracy is high, but a long calculation
time is required. Thus, it is necessary to independently test the meshing density. The inlet pipe
and outlet pipe were meshed in a hexahedral, unstructured way. The test sections were meshed in a
tetrahedral unstructured way due to the relatively complicated structure of the pipe vehicle. The three
regions had the same grid size. In order to determine the grid size, taking the two-pipe vehicles with a
spacing of 0.5 l as an example, the grids with sizes of 0.005 m, 0.004 m, 0.003 m, 0.002 m and 0.001 m
were numerically simulated. The average velocity of water flow at a distance of 0.2 m from the entrance
of the pipeline was used as the main reference; the results are shown in Figure 3.
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water flow at a distance of 0.2 m from the entrance of the pipeline.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that, as the grid size decreases, the relative error between the simulated
velocity values gradually decreases. When the grid size was between 0.001 m and 0.002 m, the relative
error between the simulation results was 0.1%. When the grid size was less than 0.002 m, the influence
of the grid size on the simulation results was negligible. It was found that when the grid size was
0.002 m, the maximum relative error of the average flow velocity of the cross-section did not exceed
4.3% by comparing the simulation results with the physical experiment results. Considering the actual
size of the pipe vehicle, the calculation time and the accuracy of the numerical simulation, the mesh size
of the fluid domain was selected to be 0.002 m. Part of the fluid domain meshing is shown in Figure 4.
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2.4. Boundary Conditions and Algorithms

The numerical simulation boundary conditions included three parts: the pipeline inlet boundary,
pipeline outlet boundary and wall boundary. The three boundary conditions were as follows.

1. The pipeline inlet boundary was set as the “velocity inlet” condition. The liquid medium in
the pipeline was water, and the density was 1000 kg/m3 with a dynamic viscosity of 1.062× 10−3 Pa·s
(water temperature was 18 ◦C). The measured velocity was used in order to define the distributions
of the flow velocity at the inlet cross-section. The parameters of the “velocity inlet” were calculated
by Equations (13)–(17), and the specific calculation results are shown in Table 1.

Re =
ρVpDp

η
(13)

l0 = 0.07DP (14)

I = 0.16Re−0.125 (15)

k = 1.5× (VP × I)2 (16)

ε =
C0.75
µ k1.5

l0
(17)

where ρ is the water density; η is dynamic viscosity; l0 is turbulence length; I represents
turbulence intensity; k is the turbulent kinetic energy; ε is the turbulent dissipation rate; Cµ
is the empirical constant of the turbulent model, generally taking 0.09; Vp is the average flow
velocity in the pipeline; and Dp is the pipe diameter.

Table 1. The parameter values of the pipeline liquid.

Velocity Inlet (m/s) Re k (m2/s2) ε (m2/s3) I l0 (m)

1.03 115,513 0.0024 0.0028 0.0378 0.007

2. The outlet boundary was set as a “pressure outlet” condition. The measured pressure was used
to define the pressure distributions at the outlet boundary of the mathematical model. The outlet
pressure value was obtained through physical experiment; the pressure was set to 6000 Pa.

3. The wall boundary included the wall surface of the two-pipe vehicles and the pipeline wall, which
was set as a “no-slip” condition. The pipeline wall and two-pipe vehicle wall were considered to
be hydrodynamically smooth, with a wall roughness constant of zero.

Because the SIMPLEC algorithm has the advantages of high accuracy, good stability and relatively
fast calculation speed, we used the algorithm for the pressure and speed coupling in this simulation.
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For convection terms, we used a second-order difference scheme, momentum equations, turbulent
kinetic energy equations and turbulent dissipation rate equations, all of which adopted a second-order
upwind style. All convergence accuracies were set to 0.0001.

3. Experimental Methods

3.1. Experimental System and Procedures

In order to ensure the reliability of the numerical simulation results, a corresponding physical
experiment was performed to verify the accuracy of the simulation. The experiment system is shown
in Figure 5. The experiment system mainly included three parts: the power system, regulation
system and test system. The power system mainly comprised a centrifugal pump; the rated power of
the centrifugal pump motor was 15 kw at 2900 r·min−1. The water tank was connected to the centrifugal
pump by a steel penstock. The size of the water tank was 1.0 m × 1.0 m × 1.5 m. The regulation system
included an electromagnetic flowmeter and a regulating valve. The electromagnetic flowmeter had
an accuracy of ±0.5% and a rated pressure of 0.6~4.0 MPa. The test system included a laser Doppler
velocimeter and pressure sensors. The pipeline had a total length of 28.6 m and was composed of
transparent plexiglas with an inner diameter of 100 mm. The bottom of the pipeline was fixed by
brackets so that the entire pipeline was on the same level.
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The two-pipe vehicles were defined as the rear and front pipe vehicles in order along the direction
of the water flow, as shown in Figure 6. Because the pipeline was made of cylindrical transparent
plexiglass, in order to avoid the refraction of laser light by the pipe wall during the test, a rectangular
water jacket was installed in the test pipe section. We fixed the two-pipe vehicles to the test pipe section
before the experiment began. We filled the water tank with water and added tracer ions to form a
complete circuit. Then, the water in the water tank was pumped into the pipeline by a centrifugal
pump, and the flow rate was observed by an electromagnetic flowmeter. When the water flow in
the pipeline was stable, we measured the water flow velocity and pressure in the pipeline. In order to
keep the water temperature constant during the test, the water temperature in the water tank was
monitored. When the temperature in the water tank changed, we refilled or changed the water to keep
the temperature constant. It was also found that the change in water temperature was relatively small
during the test.
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Figure 6. Experimental equipment and instruments. Note: 1. Rear pipe vehicle. 2. Front pipe vehicle.
3. Rectangular water jacket. 4. Coordinate frame. 5. Laser probe. 6. Pressure sensors.

The laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) could realize the non-contact measurement of the flow
field, and the measurement error was less than 0.2%, ensuring the accuracy of the test results. During
the testing program, the flow was seeded with polystyrene with an average particle size of 6 µm to
increase the data collection rate for the LDV. The coordinates of each measuring point were input
into the computer, and the laser probe was moved to the corresponding measuring point position for
measurement by using the coordinate frame. The processor control target efficiency was 55% with a
medium signal-to-noise ratio. The laser flow meter sampled 2000 times per second and made multiple
measurements to obtain the average value. The frequency and real-time speed of the measuring points
were calculated by the program built in to the software and displayed intuitively on the computer
screen. The pressure sensors were linked to a standard dynamic pressure collection system (TST5103,
Chengdu Test, Chengdu, China) to measure piezometric heads along the pipelines.

3.2. Experiment Plan

The length and diameter of the pipe vehicle used in the experiment were 150 mm and 70 mm,
and the spacing between the two-pipe vehicles was 0.5 l/l/1.5 l/2 l/2.5 l/3 l/4 l, where l represents
the length of a single pipe vehicle. The simulated Reynolds number was 115,513, and the corresponding
flow Q of the physical experiment was 30 m3/h. The specific experiment scheme is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Experiment plan.

Rear Pipe Vehicle
l (mm) × Dc (mm)

Front Pipe Vehicle
l (mm) × Dc (mm)

Q
(m3/h)

L
(mm) Condition

150 × 70 150 × 70 30 0.5 l/l/1.5 l/2 l/2.5 l/3 l/4 l Static

Note: L represents the two-pipe vehicle spacing; Q represents the flow; l represents the length of the pipe vehicle;
Dc represents the diameter of the pipe vehicle.

3.3. Section Selection and Measuring Point Arrangement

In order to measure the flow velocity in the annular gap and the flow velocity in the two-pipe
vehicle spacing, the corresponding test cross-sections were arranged. Three cross-sections were
arranged at equal distances along the direction of each pipe vehicle body. There were five cross-sections
arranged in the two-pipe vehicle spacing, two of which were closer to the support body cross-section,
and the remaining three cross-sections were arranged at equal intervals. The test sections were
numbered along the direction of water flow, in order from 1# to 11#, as shown in Figure 7. In order to
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measure the three-dimensional flow velocity, a corresponding coordinate system was established in
the pipeline; the water flow direction was the Z-axis and the vertical gravity direction was the Y-axis.
The corresponding X-axis was established according to the right-hand rule, as shown in Figure 7.
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When the water reached the entrance of the annular gap of the rear pipe vehicle, the water flow 
velocity suddenly increased, and it changed most severely at this cross-section. This was mainly
because the area of the cross-section of the annular gap was much smaller than the area of the pipe. 
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Figure 7. The layout of measuring cross-sections. Note: 1. Rear pipe vehicle. 2. Front pipe vehicle.
L represents the two-pipe vehicle spacing. 1#~11# represent the measuring cross-sections.

For the annular gap flow field, five measuring rings were arranged, and the measuring ring radii
were r1 = rc + 1/5d, r2 = rc + 2/5d, r3 = rc + 1/2d, r4 = rc + 3/5d, r4 = rc + 4/5d (rc is the radius of the pipe
vehicle and d is the width of the annular gap); the intersection of the pipe radius and the measuring ring
was the layout measuring point, with a total of 60 measuring points, as shown in Figure 8a. For the flow
field in the two-pipe vehicles, five measuring rings were also arranged. The outermost two measuring
rings’ radii were r5′ = rc + 4/5d and r4′ = rc + 3/5d. The remaining three measuring rings were distributed
at equal intervals; the ring radii were r1′ = 9.5 mm, r2′ = 19 mm and r3′ = 28.5 mm. The intersection of
the pipe radius and the measuring ring was the arranged measuring point. There were 61 measuring
points (including the pipe center point), as shown in Figure 8b.
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4. Simulation Results and Discussion

4.1. Distribution of Velocity Magnitude

Figure 9 shows the water flow velocity distribution on the YZ plane at different vehicle spacings.
It can be seen that the distribution of the water velocity along the positive direction of the Z-axis at
different vehicle spacings was roughly the same. On the left side of the rear pipe vehicle, the water flow
distribution in the pipeline was relatively uniform and the velocity value was low. When the water
reached the entrance of the annular gap of the rear pipe vehicle, the water flow velocity suddenly
increased, and it changed most severely at this cross-section. This was mainly because the area
of the cross-section of the annular gap was much smaller than the area of the pipe. According to
the continuity equation A1v1 = A2v2, it can be determined that when the area of the cross-section
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decreased, the flow velocity increased, meaning that the water flow velocity suddenly increased
when it entered the annular gap. When the water flow entered the annular gap from the pipeline,
the cross-section shrank, and the water flow was compressed, which led it to bend and made the water
flow distribution at this position relatively disordered. The entrance of the annular gap was closer to
the support body, and the support body therefore also had a certain disturbance effect on the nearby
water flow, which further changed the water flow velocity distribution. After the water flowed into
the annular gap, the water flow gradually stabilized due to the restriction of the wall of the pipe vehicle
and the wall of the pipeline; the streamline also became parallel to the axis of the pipeline and the flow
velocity value decreased. When the water flow reached the outlet of the annular gap, the water flow
pattern changed drastically again due to the influence of the outlet cross-section and the support
body. The presence of the front pipe vehicle further affected the water flow distribution in this section
and made the flow pattern more turbulent. The change of velocity in the right annular gap was about
the same as that on the left. Figure 10 is a cloud diagram of the velocity distribution of a stationary
single-pipe vehicle in the pipeline. It can be seen that the velocity distribution in the annular gap
formed by a single-pipe vehicle and two-pipe vehicles was approximately the same by comparing
Figures 9 and 10; i.e., with the increase of the number of pipe vehicles, the distribution law of the velocity
in the annular gap did not change significantly.

It can also be seen from Figures 9 and 10 that the distribution of the wake area front pipe vehicle
and the wake area of a single pipeline vehicle were approximately the same; that is, the rear pipe
vehicle has no significant impact on the wake area of front pipe vehicles under different vehicle
spacings. The wake area of the rear pipe vehicle (the spacing part of the two-pipe vehicles) changed as
the spacing between the vehicles changed. When the vehicle spacings were 0.5 l and l, the water flow
velocity from the center of the pipe along the pipe diameter direction showed a trend of decreasing
first, then increasing and finally decreasing. This was mainly because a backflow region was formed
after the water flowed out of the annular gap. When the two-pipe vehicles were closer, the hindering
effect of the right pipe vehicle on the backflow region was strong, which restricted the development of
the backflow region, which could not spread downstream, and so the backflow region filled the entire
two-pipe vehicle spacing. The flow velocity value in the backflow region showed a decreasing trend
from the center of the pipe to the pipe wall. In the outer region of the backflow region, part of the water
flowing out of the annular gap continued to move forward at high speed due to inertia, and the flow
velocity value of this part was larger than that of the backflow region. The flow velocity value gradually
decreased due to the existence of viscous resistance in the vicinity of the pipe wall. When the two-pipe
vehicle spacing was greater than l, the obstruction of the right pipe vehicle to the backflow region
gradually weakened as the spacing increased, the backflow region spread downstream and developed,
and the flow velocity value at the center of the pipeline gradually decreased during the diffusion
process. At a certain spacing from the left pipe vehicle, the flow velocity from the center of the pipe
to the pipe wall showed a trend of increasing first and then decreasing. When the two-pipe vehicle
spacing was further expanded to 3 l, the right pipe vehicle had almost no effect on the flow field in
the two-pipe vehicle spacing, and the flow field distribution of the rear pipe vehicle and the front pipe
vehicle was roughly the same. When the distance between the two vehicles in the pipeline reached 4 l,
the flow field distribution in the spacing was no longer affected by the two-pipe vehicles. In comparison
to the flow field distribution of a single pipe vehicle, it was found that the velocity distribution of
the front and rear pipe vehicle was the same as that of a single pipe vehicle; that is, when the vehicle
spacing was greater than 4 l, the interaction between the two-pipe vehicles could be ignored.
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Figure 10. Velocity magnitude distribution cloud map of a single pipe vehicle in the YZ plane.

When water flowed through the support body, a cylindrical flow phenomenon was formed,
resulting in more complicated changes in the flow field distribution of the cross-section where
the support body was located. The velocity distribution of the cross-section of the two-pipe vehicle
support body at 0.5 l, l and 2 l was taken as an example for analysis, and the velocity distribution cloud
map is shown in Figure 11. The four support body cross-sections were numbered along the direction
of the water flow; these are cross-sections 12#, 13#, 14# and 15# in order.

It can be seen from Figure 11 that the flow velocity distribution of cross-sections 12#, 13# and 15#
was approximately the same under different pipe vehicle spacings; that is, the flow velocity along
the center of the pipeline toward the pipe wall showed a trend of increasing first and then decreasing.
It can also be seen from the figure that the overall velocity distribution of cross-sections 12#, 13# and 15#
showed small changes under different pipe vehicle spacings, while the change at cross-section 14#
was relatively large. This was mainly due to the different blocking strength of the right pipe vehicle
to the water flow when the vehicle spacing was different. When the distance between the two-pipe
vehicles was small, after the water flowed out of the left annular gap, it was quickly “blocked” by
cross-section 14#, so the velocity distribution changed sharply. With the increasing distance between
the two-pipe vehicles, the water flowing out of the left annular gap was blocked by cross-section 14#
after flowing forward for a certain distance. The redistribution of the water flow before contacting
cross-section 14# was more stable than when it flowed out of the annular gap, so the change of
velocity distribution at this cross-section was also relatively mild. With the increasing distance between
two-pipe vehicles, the velocity distribution of cross-section 14# gradually changed to cross-section
12#. The water flow in the pipeline was evenly distributed and the flow velocity was low before
contacting cross-section 12#, so the change of the flow velocity at this cross-section was relatively small.
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Cross-sections 13# and 15# were located at the exit of the annular gap, and there was a backflow region
near the two cross-sections, which made the flow velocity of the two cross-sections change drastically.
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4.2. Distribution of Pressure

Figure 12 shows the pressure distribution on the YZ plane at different vehicle spacings. It can
be seen from Figure 12 that the pressure distribution in the pipeline can be divided into four regions:
the pipeline inlet region, the annular gap region, the two-pipe vehicle spacing region and the pipeline
exit region.
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(1) The pipeline inlet region was from the pipeline entrance to the left annular gap entrance,
and the pressure showed a trend of decreasing first and then increasing. This was mainly due
to the fact that the average water velocity in the pipeline was almost the same before the water
flow contacted the left pipe vehicle. According to the energy equation, when the kinetic energy
and potential energy were unchanged, the pressure energy was reduced due to the existence of
the drag loss along the path, so the pressure value was reduced accordingly. When the water flow
approached the pipe vehicle, the water flow velocity blocked by the pipe vehicle decreased rapidly
and part of the kinetic energy was converted into pressure energy, so the pressure increased.

(2) In the left annular gap region, the pressure along the positive direction of the Z-axis showed a
trend of first decreasing and then increasing, but in the right annular gap, the pressure value
gradually decreased. This was mainly because the water flow was blocked by the end face of
the pipe vehicle at the entrance of the annular gap, so the pressure value was high. Constrained
by the annular gap, the velocity of the water flow in the annular gap was relatively stable; that
is, the kinetic energy change was relatively small. However, due to the influence of the viscous
resistance near the pipe vehicle wall and the pipeline wall, the total energy of the water flow was
reduced, meaning that the pressure energy was reduced, and the pressure gradually decreased.
The blocking effect of the right pipe vehicle affected the pressure field near the exit of the left
annular gap, and the pressure value at the exit of the left annular gap therefore increased.
However, the water flowing out of the right annular gap was no longer blocked by obstacles,
and so there was no pressure increase at the outlet of the right annular gap.

(3) In the two-pipe vehicle spacing region, the pressure change was small when the two-pipe vehicles
spacing was 0.5 l. With the increase of the vehicle spacing, the pressure in the two-pipe vehicles
spacing showed a gradually increasing trend along the positive direction of the Z-axis. According
to the above analysis, it can be determined that the change of the water flow velocity in the spacing
was small when the distance between the two-pipe vehicles was 0.5 l, the change in kinetic energy
was relatively small, and the change in pressure energy was also small, and so the pressure change
in the two-pipe vehicle was small. When the vehicle spacing was greater than 0.5 l, the water
flow velocity gradually decreased along the positive direction of the Z-axis due to the blocking
effect of the right-hand pipe vehicle, the kinetic energy was gradually converted into pressure
energy and the pressure gradually increased. Therefore, the pressure in the workshop gradually
increased along the positive direction of the Z-axis.

(4) The pipeline exit region was from the right annular gap exit to the pipeline outlet, and the pressure
showed a trend of increasing first and then decreasing along the positive direction of the Z-axis.
This was mainly due to the flow of water from the right annular gap forming a high-speed
backflow region near the end face of the pipe vehicle. The backflow region had a higher water
flow velocity, so the kinetic energy was larger and the pressure energy was correspondingly lower.
The backflow region expanded downstream and the water flow velocity decreased, so the kinetic
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energy decreased and the corresponding pressure energy increased. When it was sufficiently
far away from the right pipe vehicle, the water flow gradually stabilized and the velocity value
remained unchanged; that is, the kinetic energy remained unchanged, but the simultaneous loss
of resistance gradually reduced the pressure energy, and so the pressure decreased accordingly.

Figure 13 presents a cloud diagram of the pressure distribution in the pipeline when a single pipe
vehicle is stationary. By comparing Figures 12 and 13, it was found that, similar to the change in water
flow, the change in the number of pipe vehicles did not affect the pressure distribution in the pipeline
inlet region, the right annular gap and the pipeline outlet region, but only changed the magnitude of
the pressure; the pressure value in the pipeline inlet region increases the most. When the number of
pipe vehicle increased, the pressure value in the pipeline also increased. This was mainly because,
with the increase in the number of pipe vehicles, the water flow was hindered by the pipe vehicles,
which increased the pressure value in the pipeline.
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Figure 13. The pressure distribution cloud map of a single pipe vehicle in the YZ plane.

The main driving force of the pipe vehicle originates from the pressure difference between the front
and rear ends. The magnitude of the pressure difference will also have an impact on the starting
acceleration and transport speed of the pipe vehicle and ultimately affect the transportation efficiency
of the pipe vehicle. The change in pressure difference between the front and rear pipe vehicles under
different spacings is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Pressure difference between front and rear pipe vehicles under different spacings.

It can be seen from Figure 14 that the change rule of the pressure difference between the front
and rear pipe vehicles is roughly the same; that is, as the vehicle spacing increases, the pressure
difference decreases first and then increases and finally gradually stabilizes. This was mainly because
when the vehicle spacing was less than 1.5 l, the flow field between the two-pipe vehicles changed
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drastically and the energy loss was large. When the kinetic energy of the water flow was approximately
unchanged, the pressure energy decreased accordingly, resulting in a lower pressure difference between
the front and rear pipe vehicles. With the gradual increase of the spacing between the two-pipe vehicles,
the changes in the flow field of the vehicle spacing gradually flattened, the energy loss decreased
and the pressure energy increased accordingly, thereby increasing the pressure difference of the front
and rear pipe vehicles. According to the starting acceleration formula of the pipe vehicle (Equation (18)),
when the diameter, length and load of the pipe vehicle were unchanged, the starting acceleration of
the two-pipe vehicles was proportional to the pressure difference between the front and rear pipe
vehicles. Therefore, as the vehicle spacing increased, the starting acceleration of the two-pipe vehicles
also increased. It can also be seen from Figure 14 that the pressure difference between the front pipe
vehicle and the rear pipe vehicle became smaller than that of only one pipe vehicle in the pipeline;
that is, the starting acceleration obtained by a single-pipe vehicle was greater than that of two-pipe
vehicles. This conclusion was also verified through model tests. This provides a certain reference for
the selection of a suitable spacing between the two-pipe vehicles.

a =
Fp + Fτ − f

m
=

∆P·Ac + πDclτ− µ(G− Fg)

m
(18)

where Fp is the differential pressure, f is the frictional force, Fτ is the shear force on the surface of
the two-pipe vehicles, τ is the shear stress on the wall of the pipe vehicle, G is the total gravity of the pipe
vehicle under load, µ is the dynamic friction factor, and Fg is the buoyancy of the two-pipe vehicles.

4.3. Distribution of Vorticity

Since the barrel and the support body were both cylindrical, the pipe vehicle could be regarded as
a spatial multi-cylinder assembly. A vortex was created when water passed through the pipe vehicle.
The generation and disappearance of vortices were accompanied by the loss and dissipation of energy.
Therefore, the analysis of the vorticity characteristics generated by the two pipe vehicles at different
spacings has a certain guiding significance for improving the structure of pipe vehicles and for reducing
energy consumption.

Figure 15 shows the cloud map of the vorticity distribution of the two-pipe vehicles at different
spacings. It can be seen from the figure that the flow of the tandem two-pipe vehicles did not have a
vortex shedding phenomenon as with the traditional flow around the cylinder. The vorticity value was
large near the support body and the entrance and exit of the annular gap. This was because vortices
were generated when water flowed through the support body; a vortex also occurred at the entrance
and exit of the annular gap under the influence of the end face of the pipe vehicle. The distance
between the support body and the annular gap was relatively short, and the vortices generated in
these places were mixed with each other, meaning that the vorticity value increased. When the vortex
diffused into the annular gap, the development of the vortex was restricted by the pipe vehicle wall
and the pipe wall, the vortex gradually disappeared after spreading in the annular gap for a distance
and no vortex was observed in the posterior half of the annular gap. Constrained by the end face of
the pipe vehicle, the water velocity in the spacing between the two-pipe vehicles was low and relatively
stable, meaning that there were no vortices. In order to more accurately represent the change of
vorticity near the support body, the cross-section of the support body of the two-pipe vehicles with a
spacing of 1.5 l is taken as an example for analysis, as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Vortex magnitude distribution cloud map of the support body cross-sections with 0.5l
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(d) Vorticity at 15# section. Note: 12# and 13# represent the cross-section of the support body of the left
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It can be seen from Figure 16 that regions with large vorticity values mostly appear near the surface
of the support body. The vorticity value of cross-sections 12# and 14# (near the entrance of the annular
gap) was smaller than that of cross-sections 13# and 15# (near the exit of the annular gap). This was
mainly due to the boundary layer separation and vortices generated when the water flowed around
the support bodies near the entrance of the annular gap. The vortices were driven to diffuse downstream
by the water flow, making the vorticity value at cross-sections 12# and 14# smaller. When the water
flowed out of the annular gap, boundary layer separation occurred again under the influence of the end
face of the pipe vehicle, and the generated vortices spread to cross-sections 13# and 15#, mixing with
the vortices generated at these two sections, meaning that the vorticity values at cross-sections 13#
and 15# increased. It can be seen that by further simplifying the support structure and optimizing
the cross-section structure of the pipe vehicle, the generation of vortices can be reduced and the energy
consumption loss can be reduced.
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5. Verification of the Simulated Results

5.1. Velocity Distribution

Taking the water velocity values at cross-sections 2#, 6# and 10# with spacings of 0.5 l/1.5 l/3 l as an
example, the results of the physical experiment and numerical simulation were compared and analyzed,
as shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 shows the comparison between the experiment value and the numerical simulation
value of each section under different vehicle spacings. The experimental values are in good agreement
with the numerical simulation values, and the maximum relative error does not exceed 8.47%.
When the two-pipe vehicles spacings were different, the change of the annular gap flow along the pipe
radial was the same; that is, the annular gap flow velocity value along the direction of the pipe vehicle
wall to the pipe wall showed a trend of increasing first and then decreasing. This was mainly due to
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the existence of viscous forces near the pipe vehicle wall and the pipe wall, so the water flow velocity
was low. At a distance from the pipe vehicle wall and the pipe wall, the annular gap flow velocity
value gradually increased. It can also be seen that the flow velocity changes in the annular gap between
the left vehicle and the right vehicle were the same; that is, the velocity change in the annular gap
between the two-pipe vehicles was not affected by the vehicle spacing. Both the numerical simulation
and the experiment show that the maximum flow velocity in the spacing appears near the wall of
the pipeline, which was different from the flow velocity at the center of the pipeline when the pipe is
full, indicating that the existence of the two-pipe vehicles has an impact on the flow field distribution.
When the vehicle spacing was small, the flow velocity of the spacing would first decrease, then increase
and then decrease as the distance from the center of the pipeline increased. When the vehicle spacing
was 3 l, the flow velocity of the spacing increased first and then decreased as the distance from the center
of the pipeline increased. The water flow velocity distribution of the vehicle spacing along the pipe
radius was consistent with the previous analysis.

The annular gap velocity formula in the YZ plane was fitted according to the experimental data,
as shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Fitting formula of the annular gap flow velocity of the rear pipe vehicle.

L (mm) Fitting Formula R2

0.5 l Z = −0.0316Y2 + 2.7482Y − 57.47 0.9458
1.5 l Z = −0.0133Y2 + 1.509Y − 22.601 0.9211
3 l Z = −0.0073Y2 + 0.6558Y − 12.94 0.9823

Note: L represents the two-pipe vehicle spacing; R2 represents correlation coefficient.

Table 4. Fitting formula of the annular gap flow velocity of the front pipe vehicle.

L (mm) Fitting Formula R2

0.5 l Z = −0.008Y2 + 0.6942Y − 13.039 0.9552
1.5 l Z = −0.0094Y2 + 0.8295Y − 16.179 0.9947
3 l Z = −0.009Y2 + 0.7957Y − 15.38 0.9791

Note: L represents the two-pipe vehicle spacing; R2 represents correlation coefficient.

Tables 3 and 4 show that the velocity distribution in the annular gap was a quadratic parabola,
but the water flow was distributed logarithmically when the pipe was full. It can also be seen from
Figure 17 that the flow field distribution in the vehicle spacing was also different from that when
the pipe was full, which indicates that the presence of two pipe vehicles will change the flow velocity
distribution pattern in the pipeline.

5.2. Pressure Distribution

Figure 18 shows a comparison between the experimental value and the numerical simulation
value of the average pressure of each cross-section. The relative error between the experiment
value and the numerical simulation value did not exceed 8%. The experimental results showed that
the pressure distribution changes in the annular gap under different vehicle intervals were roughly
the same. The pressure value in the left annular gap decreased first and then increased along the positive
direction of the Z-axis, while the pressure value in the right annular gap gradually decreased along
the positive direction of the Z-axis. The pressure in the spacing gradually increased along the positive
direction of the Z-axis, and the pressure reached the maximum near the right annular gap. The average
pressure value of each cross-section in the right annular gap was smaller than that of the left annular
gap at different vehicle spacings. The water flow had a large energy loss when it reached the right
annular gap, meaning that the total energy of the water flow in the right annular gap was lower than
that on the left. Because the velocity values in the left and right annular gaps were about the same—that
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is, the kinetic energy was the same—the average pressure value of each section in the annular gap on
the right was small.
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Figure 18. Comparison of experimental values and numerical simulation values of the average pressure.
(a–c) The comparison between the numerical simulation values and the experimental values with
vehicle spacings of 0.5 l/1.5 l/3 l.

6. Conclusions

In this article, the characteristics of the flow field of a two-pipe vehicle under different
vehicle spacings were studied by a combination of numerical simulation and physical experiment.
The maximum relative error between the numerical simulation result and the physical experiment
value did not exceed 9%, which proves that the method of studying the two-pipe vehicle system by
numerical simulation is feasible. The main research conclusions are summarized as follows:

1. Compared with a single-pipe vehicle, the water flow and pressure change rules of the pipeline
inlet region, annular gap region and the pipeline outlet region of the two-pipe vehicles are
the same. With the increase of the number of pipe vehicles, the change of the water flow velocity
value is relatively small, and the change of the internal pressure value of the pipeline is large.
This provides a certain reference for future research on the changes of water flow and pressure
distribution when multiple vehicles are stationary in the pipeline.

2. Under different vehicle spacing conditions, the velocity of the annular gap along the direction of
water flow shows a trend of increasing first, then decreasing and finally increasing; from the pipe
vehicle wall to the pipe wall, the water flow velocity shows an increase and then a decrease.
As the vehicle spacing gradually increases, the flow field in the spacing is gradually weakened
by the influence of the two-pipe vehicles. When the vehicle spacing reaches 4 l, the interaction
between the two-pipe vehicles is negligible.

3. The pressure changes in the pipeline along the water flow direction are approximately the same
under different vehicle spacing conditions. In the pipeline inlet region, the pressure gradually
decreases along with the pipe vehicle. In the annular gap of the rear pipe vehicle, the pressure
shows a trend of decreasing first and then increasing, but in the annular gap of the front pipe
vehicle, the pressure showed a gradually decreasing trend. When the vehicle spacing is 0.5 l,
the pressure change in the spacing is small. As the vehicle spacing gradually increases, the pressure
appears to gradually increase along the direction of the water flow. In the pipeline outlet region,
the pressure shows a trend of increasing first and then decreasing.

4. As the vehicle spacing increases, the pressure difference decreases first and then increases
and finally gradually stabilizes. The change law of the starting acceleration of the two-pipe
vehicles under different vehicle spacings is consistent with the change law of pressure difference.

5. The vorticity value is large near the entrance and exit of the annular gap and around the support
bodies, and there is no vortex shedding in the pipeline under different vehicle spacings.
The generation and dissipation of vortices can be reduced by simplifying the support body
structure and optimizing the shape of the end face of the pipe vehicle.
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The study of the characteristics of the flow field under different vehicle spacings in this paper
provides a certain theoretical reference for the selection of suitable two-pipe vehicle spacings. This will
lay the foundation for further research into the starting speed and energy consumption loss of two-pipe
vehicles. At the same time, the research in this paper also enriches the theory of annular gap flow
and provides technical support for the continuous improvement of HCP technology.
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